
Editorial Comment 

Rura l resistance - from that of slaves in the seventeenth century to that of 
farm workers in 1976 - has a prominent place in South African history. Yet in 
the twentieth century, neither trade unions nor national movements have devoted 
systematic attention to organization in the countryside. As activists 
increasingly realised in the 1950's, the limited mobilization of peasants and 
farm workers was a crucial weakness of the Congress Alliance. 

Nonetheless, as the articles in this issue of Africa Perspective indicate, 
there have been occasions when urban-based black organizations moved out into 
the countryside. In the 1920's, the Industrial and Commercial Workers' Union won 
mass rural support in its campaigns for higher wages, land and liberation. So too 
did the ANC (Hestern Province), which was partly able to overcome the isolation 
of rural areas from the national struggle. In the 1940's and SO's, the All 
Africa Convention was remarkably successful in supporting Transkei resistance 
against 'rehabilitation'. And in the late 1950's, the ANC was intimately 
involved with women's opposition to passes in Zeerust reserve. A key recurring 
theme in these accounts is also the marked demand for organization in the 
countryside. To a significant extent, communities sought to make wider movements 
both respond to and express rural struggles and issues. 

On the one hlnd, the popular support for, and success achieved ~Y these 

or~anizations suggests the past potential for rural movements. On the other hand, 
the farm workers interviews included in this issue reveal the pressing need for 
organization relevent to rural conditions. This is a requirement made still more 
urgent by the state's current attempts to make rural areas suffer the harsh 
and growing burden of the unemployment and poverty generated by its policies. 

Africa Perspective is planning a edition on President's Council 
and related proposals for mid 1983. The editorial collective calls 
for contributions to this edition. Articles should be submitted by 
the end of May. They should not be longer than 20 pages of 1~ spaced 
typing. Please try to avoid complicated terms and unncessary jargon. 
Further details can be obtained by ~1riting to the editorial collective. 
collective. 
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Strikes in the Natal Midlands: landlords, 
labour tenants and the I.C.U. 

Helen Bradford 

This article focuses on a form of resistance 
that has been perceived as unusual in the 
countryside: rural strikes, in the Natal 
Mid)ands between 1926 and 1928. It examines 
their origins, the impact of the I.C.U., and 
the efforts of both farmers and the state to 
crush organization. It also examines the 
extent to which peasant consciousness infused 
the strikes and the centrality of the legal 
system to the struggle on the land . This 
is an abbreviated version of an article that 
will be incorporated in a book on strikes 
edited by P. Bonner and R. Lambert. 

'u: .you have to buy your freedom with bloodshed 
then let it be so. (Applause.) You have seen 
how Swanepoel employs five natives to plough all 
his lands, and then he sells the crops for two 
thousand or two million pounds, paying his boys £24 
for the labour. We are out to crush that sort 
of white man by means of the law ••• if they won't 
pay you proper wages we shall tell you to cease 
work, and stop at home •.. You are so strong that 
you can stop all work, all trains, in fact, all 
Africa ••• But you must organize in order to be 
able to do it'. 
With speeches such as this, the Industrial and Commercial 

Workers' Union burst into the countryside. Headed by Clements 
Kadalie, this organization had sprung up in Cape Town in 1919, 
as a trade union for black dock workers. During the mid-'20's, 
branches mushroomed in South African towns and the I.C.U. 
burgeoned into a mass protest movement. In the countryside, 
its activities were fertilized by the bloody impact of land 
dispossession and the development of capitalist agriculture. 
Africans on farms and in the reserves flocked to join this body, 
which voiced not only their wage but also their nationalist anc 
land demands. By mid-'27, they formed the bulk of its estimated 
100,000 - strong membership. and rural branches were 'oermeated 
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with a sort of insurgent peas t · · • 2 an sp1r1t. Strikes, cattle-
maiming and generalized defiance spread like wildfire through 
the countryside. And outraged farmers invoked state intervention, 
crying: 'this is not trades unionism: it is general upheaval ...• 3 

Conflict was pa t· 1 1 · r 1cu ar y 1ntense in a region roughly 
coterminous with the Natal districts of Estcourt, UMvoti and 
Weenen. Even before the 1906 Bambatha rebellion, this area had 
been a hotbed of rural resistance. It is on work stoppages here, 
where the I.C.U. fuelled a heated confrontation between landlords 
and labourers, that this essay will focus. 

~LACK TENANTS AND WHITE LANDLORDS 

By the 1920's, the boundaries of white-owned farms enclosed 
over 80% of the districts of Estcourt, Umvoti and Weenen. Some 
2/~ o: the African population lived on these holdings, desperately 
cllnglng to land once possessed by their forefathers, but rarely 
able to subsist on their stock and crops alone. For most of them, 
these attenuated links to a pre-capitalist past were maintafned 
only at the price of la~our service. 

Thus the great bulk of farm work in this region was performed 
by households of labour tenants.4 Women were called out for 
seasonal and domestic tasks, while all but the oldest males were 
impelled into arduous manual: dructgery - from sunrise to sunset, 
for six days a week, for siK month~ a year. Supptementing lan~ 
shortage in coercing blacks into this toil was an arsenal of hars!l. 
political controls. Not that brutal whfppings, the Masters anct 
Servants Act. or evictions were ever completely e.Jfective: reststance 
in the form of desertion, refusal to labour and 'loafing' was 
endemic in the countryside. 

In theory, the homestead head received some 5s. _ tOs. fcrr. each 
month worked by male household members. In practice, even these paltry 

sums werefrequently withheld, and the survival of most homesteads probably 
depended far more on access to land, stock and urban wages. None
theless, as the capitalist economy encroached, and as landlords 
relentlessly reduced tenants' plots and cattle holdings, so cash 
remuneration from farmers became increasingly important. Poverty
stricken labour tenants did not have to be fully prolet~ri~nized 

to desire better payment from their landlords. 
To the great bulk of farmers in this region, however, cash 

increases were quite out of the question. When rural resistance 
intensified in the '20's 1 press editorials anxiously denounced 
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Natal agriculturists for paying so little. Retorted an angry 
Umvoti landlord: 'Don't we know that occasionally we manage to 
make 2~% profit on a crop, and say "Thank God we have not to 
pay more for our labour ?'"

5 As emergent capitalists usina 
labour-intensive methods to produce maize, wattle, beef and 
wool, ~idlanrlsfarmers were themselves battling for survival in 
the world economy. And as debt-ridden producers, suffering 
from low profit rates and poor prices, they remained on the 
land only by ruthlessly minimising the wages of their workers. 

Yet greater cash earnings were not tenants' only concern. 
Practices and aspirations rooted in pre-colonial days had by no 
means been destroyed: cattle for example re~ained of crucial 
importance in·a whole complex of social activities. Land-
hunger too was a fundamental feature of black rural consciousness 
during this period. Indeed, there were many whose struggles centred 
around their tenant rather tha~ their labourer status. 'We do not 
want (w)ages we want grnund', ~houted a group of Africans to the 
Weenen magistrate in 1933. 6 

The process of dispossession actually accelerated durino the latPr 
'lU's. Between 1924 and 1929, not only ~td the National Partv-Labnur 
Party coalition government gave ' constderably greater assistan~e to 
farmers, but a world b~om i~ wool and wattle bark also occurred. 

White producers in Estcourt anct Umvoti- respnnded eagerly, increasinn 
their acrease UndPr Wattles by over S00~, their WQOll@d flOC~~ by -

nearly 100~. ~nrl thefr total ~rea ~nder t"ltiuatinn by over 40~. 
For them, these were vears of recovery. But for their hl~r~ te~a~ts, 
they were year~ of disaster. 0~ these relatfvelv small, highly prir.P.d 
holdinas·. sQ._il..rino orodu-ction liv whites wa<: oredicated •1pcm retluci~!" 

the land allocated Africans ~nd tiohtPnfnn <:t.nrR 
restrictions. Vorst of all~ turning land o~er to sl~w-g~owing 
wattle and extensf~e grazing for sheep rendered th~u,ands of 
labour tenants <>np~rflur>us, In the Midlands during the '20's, 
as in Britain four centuries earlier, "sheep ate men", wattles 
felled tenants, and people were crushed in the mill~ of emer.gent 
agric~ltural capitalism. 

That additional land had ~o be found for blac~s hurled off 
the farms was quite evident to worried state offfcials. In 1916, 
reserves had covered only 1/10 of this region, but accommodated 
1/ 5 of the African population. By the late '20's, after 
population growth and w~olesale removals, they were grossly 
overcrowded and overstocked. Rural blacks. however. faced with 
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the Scylla of congested locations and the Charybdis of farm 
life, went much further than officialdom in stressing their 
problem and suggesting its solution. Thus in 1926, the Native 
Affairs Commission summarized the representations of Estcourt 
Africans as: 'Great question is land, as Natives have to roam 
from farm to farm. Natives .•• consider country theirs.• 8 

Indeed they did. And, in the words of a Weenen chief in 192g, 
many also believed that 'It is the fences which have caused the 
lack of gr az1n o •9 

Important as th-is" land-hunger was- in fuelling the 192'6 ..._ 
1928 upsurge in work stoppages~ th~re were also other impulses. 
In particular, changes in the la~ unaermined landlords' abflity 
to extort ser~ice, and legitimated tenants' opposition to its 
performance. As both a repressive and an ideological force~ the 
legal system. was of considera-ble import i"n en.forci.ng labour 
obligations. The courts daily imprisoned Africans for minor 
breaches of contract, and constantly reinforced the notio~ that 
the natural concomitant"of white landownership w~s black labour 
dues. Yet neither the legislature nor the judttiary were 
direct expressions of the class interests of farmers. In 
particular, a series of Supreme Court decisions in the early 
'20's imposed grave limitations on landlo~ds' ability to use the 
Masters and Servants Act against their tenants. 10And while the 
1926 Amendment patched up some of the worst rents ·, gaping holes 
remained - partly because agricultural interests had been 
subordinated to those of urban capitalists. 

In Weenen, rural blacks were quick to discover the existence 
·of such gaps. In particular, they learnt that if the homestead 
head had contracted out the services of his household, 
individuals could not be convicted for breaking the agreement. 
Consequently, numerous youths took advantage of this erosion in 
the coercive sanctions of the courts, and simply refused to enter 
service. Although their resistance was disjointed and low-key, 
it sufficiently pertur~ed the local magistrate for him to 
claim in 1926 that the labour tenant system no longer worked.11 

Almost certainly, these youths were concentrated on the 
'labour farms' which extended over almost the entire arid, eroded 
thornveld of the Weenen district. The white proprietors of such 
holdings utilised them for accommodating their labour tenants as 
well as for winter grazing, while they conducted their own 
agricultural operations in more fertile districts such as 
Estcourt and Umvoti. As absentee landlords, they were 
extremely dependent on delegating policing functions to home
stead heads. Moreover, blacks on these thor.n farms lived 
together in fairlY 1 a rge, settled groups, .bound together by 
ties of kinship and work. Still deeply imbued with the values 
and beliefs of pre-colonial days, such tenants had long tended 
towards rel~tively vigorous opposition to the labour demands of 
their white landlords. 

Th.at rural resistance could be profoundly. affected by 
conflicts and maneuvers amongst the dominant classes, was also 
indicated in the impact of another law. The 1926 Natives Land 
Amendment Bill was one of a series of compromises between mining 
and farming interests over the role of the reserves. Although 
it recommended an increase of some 50% in the area open to 
African occupation and purchase, it also considerably tightened 
the screws on tenants. However, to the horror of whfte 
~oricultu~ists,rural blacks interpreted this in their own way. 
Rumours swept the countryside that land was to be expropriated 
from landlords and granted to labourers, thereby eliminating the 
necessity for the latter to work for the former. 12 

By this time, creative appropriation of the I.C.U. message 
was also lending credence to such beliefs. In April 1927, a 
shocked Natal 'Country J.P.' wrote of a tenant who had refused 
to work: 

'This Native had been to Durban and he told my native he had 
joined a people c111led I.C.U., and they have told me "I must 
not work for my landlord and I do not require to pay rent, 
and I am to plough as much ground as will feed my famlly."• 13 
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Migrant workers based in rural Natal certainly featured 
prominently amongst the 26 000 members then claimed by the 
Durban branch, and wondrous tales about the 'I SEE YOU' percolated 
throug~ the countryside long before Union off)ces were 
established in the area. 

It was thus a concatenation of processes and events - the 
development of capitalism, conflicts amongst the dominant 
classes as mediated by the state, the existence of a hi s t ory of 
opposition, and the impact of the I.C.U. - that caused resist
ance to labour obligations to gain momentum. On occasio~, 

specific demands for improved working conditions accompanied 
the stoppages. In Estcourt, two daughters of an already defiant 
labour tenant refused to weed, and 'demanded a shilling a day 
plus 1lb. mealie meal, and stipulated that they should not work 

before 7 a.m.• 14 More frequently however, white landlords 
faced not temporary stoppages to win reforms, but outright 
repudiation of labour dues. Especially was this so on the 
Weenen thorn farms. '(H)ullie weiger om te werk wanneer hullie 
op ~eroep wordt om in dienst te kom', wrote an exasperated 
farmer in February '27 ~f tenants on his 'labour farm•. 15 The 
following month, a Mooi River landowner added his voice to the 
swelling chorus of complaints about blacks in the thornveld: 'I 

have called out labour numbering about 10 and not one of them 
will turn out to work.• 16 About the same time, there occurred a 
co-ordinated outbreak of strike~ which epitomised those 

stoppages informed by peasant more than worker consciousness. 
As one stunned landowner related: 

'Several farmers along Mooi River ..• were surprised to find 
after breakfast one morning that their boys had gone on 
strike because they said they were told th6t the law was that 
they could live on the white man's farms.• 17 
By arguing in terms of the legality of their protest, these 

and many other strikers were attempting to legitimate their 
action by appealing to the norms of capitalist society. But 
although farm labourers' recent experience of 'the law' had 
indeed seemed promising, punishment of those involved in the 
stoppages was not at issue amongst the dominant classes. 
Nevertheless, neither ruthless prosecution nor imprisonment 
subdued the tenants. Instead, as the l.C.U. overtly penetrated 
the region from April, the existing groundswell of stoppages 
was transformed into a heavy sea of strikes. 

THI !.C.U. AND RURAL BLACKS 

Most J.C.U. organizers had very different economic, 
political and ideological backgrounds to those of farm 
labourers. The Weenen branch secretary had, for instance, been 
a shoemaker. Various Estcourt leaders had previously been 
teachers or clerks, and a significant number of officials were 
connected to land owning families. Experience in 'Congress' 
or in mission schools were frequently common bonds, and many of 
these fairly well educated Africans were deeply imbued with the 

1 . b 1. 18 tenets of Christianity and 1 era 1sm. 
Nevertheless, in this racially repressive society, the black 

petty bourgeoisie shared many of t~e grievances and aspirations 
of semi-proletarianized Africans. The issues of ~ages, land 
and national oppression all provided the basis for mobilising 

a broad class alliance. Furthermore, Union leaders had some

times been involved with white socialists, and had usually been 
deeply affected by popular traditions and struggles. Zabuloni 
Gwaza, the Greytown branch secretary from April to August '27, 
had lived through the Bambatha rebellion as a 14 year old boy 
owing allegiance to a Kranskop chief. During his term of office, 
he was to earn odium from whites and admiration from blacks for 
desecrating the graves of police killed durirrg the revolt. His 
successor, Hebert Msane, had been a mine labourer on the Rand 
ten years earlier. Prominent in the International Socialist 
League Msane had helped organize the 1918 1s. a day campaign, 
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with its threatened general strike. 

Because of these contradictory influences, the political 
lines adopted by I.C.U. leaders depended greatly on theirover
changing relationships with both dominant and dooinnte~ 
classes. As both state and capital exerted increasing oressure 
on the Union from 1926, so c~rstitutional action became ever 
more important, with Kadalie condemning strikes as 'wicked. 
useless and obsolete.• 20 Leaders who were Communist Party 
members were purged in December 1926; Gwaza was dismissed for 
'misconduct', and branch secretaries were expected to redress 

injustice through de~utatiorts and court cases. 
Thus rightwing denunciations of I.C.U. officials as 

Bolshevik agitators were decidedly inaccurate. Vet leftwing 
accusations that 'The leaders never rose to the challenge of 
the workers' militancy' were equally simplistic.

21 
Jr. this 

region as in others. man·y brutally oppressed farm labourers were 



only too relieved to leave confrontation with their landlords 
to these sophisticated organizers and their lawyers. Vast 
numbers also fervently welcomed talk of economic reforms. And 
when it became apparent that the Union advocated a fantastically 
high minimum wage - equal to that urged for whites by the 
Labour Party- the name of the I.C.U. resonated through the 
countryside. '(N)o native adult should work for a less sum 
than Bs. per day, women to receive 2s.6d', proclaimed James 
Ngcobo at a thousand-strong meeting near Greytown in May '27. 
1f they but held together the white man would be forced to 
disburse on that scale~ Before his listeners could become 
overly excited, he hastily warned them that 'the time was not 
yet ripe', and that for the time bein~. work must continue as 
before. His caveat evoked no hostility. Instead, some of the 

most trusted servants of farmers surged forward to join an 
organization that promised a 2000% increase in wages. 22 

Of course, the reception of the Union was not always this 
enthusiastic, especially if listeners were more interested in 
nationalist rather than class solutions to their problems. At 
the first meeting in Weenen for instance, many~fricnns vainly 
hoped for concrete proposals outlining how the days of Zulu 
glory and land abundant could be regained. Disappointed in 
this, a significant proportion of them indicated reluctance to 
buy a membership card without any definite return on their 
investment. As an elderly woman bluntly informed the unfortunate 
secretary: 

'She had been told nothing. She had come, she said, to learn 
how the land of Dingaan and Panda might be reclaimed from the 
white man, but instead she had been told m~ny things that 
mattered naught.•23 
Alphabet Caluza had undoubtedly failed to satisfy his 

conquered and dispossessed audience as to precisely how their 
country was to be restored. Yet neither he, nor any other 
organizer in this region, could afford to omit reference to this 
burning question. Vague though they remained on tactics, I.C.U. 
speeches became permeated with the nationalistic aspirations of 
a people being deprived of their land. As Kadalie declared to 
an Estcourt gathering in early '28, 'it would not be long before 
the Natives took over the farms of the whiteman•~ 4 A similar 
doctrine was preached in Umvoti, where organizers also announced 
that tenants would simultaneously be freed of their labour 
obligations. 25 
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.Partly, then, because of the contradictory pressures to 
wh1ch th~ pett~ bourgeois officials were subject, and partly due 
to the d1alect1cal relationship between leaders and their 
constituencies, the I.C.U. message consisted of disparate and 
s~m~times conflicting elements. Wage claims jostled alongside 
v1s1ons of land and liberation from labour dues. Admonitions 
to continue working co-existed with assertions that tenants 
could not be evicted by landlords. And the Estcourt weekly 
fund-ra1s1ng concerts fPaturerl organ-playing by a well-dressed 
official • as well as jazz vocalist competitions between clubs of 
labourers: a remarkably successful fusion of middle and working 
class cultural traditions.26 

Because rural blacks were differentially incorporated into 
the intrusive capitalist world, the inconsistencies often only 

increased the Union's appeal. While some held back on the 
grounds that the I.C.U. had no definite plan of action, 
large numbers joyfully welcomed these hot gospellers. After 
all, their pdwer seemed confirmed by urban and rural legal 
victories, and they were vociferously articulating mass 
grievances and hopes. So, as evictions ~oared and repudiation 
of labour obligations mounted, exultant Africans flocked to 
join the 'I SEE YOU', and tenants even named their children 
after the organization. 27 By June '27, an astounding ten 
thousand red tickets had been sold in Umvoti. At its peak, 
Greytown me~bership actually reached 16 000: over 80% of the 
entire adult African population of the district.28 

Here as elsewhere in the region, the overwhelming majority 
of I.C.U. recruits lived on the land. Indeed many- almost 
certainly most of them- lived on the farms. (Some rural 
support was however drawn from the reserves, and a significant 
number of chiefs and headmen covertly aided the movement.29) 
Although tenants could and did attend weekend Union gatherings 
in both urban and rural locations, they lived considerable 
distances away, and were liable for criminal charges if they 
absented themselves without permission. Hence (on the principle 
of Muhammad and the mountain) organizers boldly convened 
clandestine meetings and concerts on the property of white 
farmers themselves. Thus certain Estcourt leaders devoted 
their weekdays to bicyling through the countryside. 30 Having 
won more popular support, Umvoti officials could afford to do it 
in more style: an I.C.U. employee actually chauffeured them from 
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farm to farm in the car bought by the Srevtown branch. On one 
occasion, Zabuloni Gwaza and his_assistant secretary I9natius 
Makanya were driven to a ~id-week weddino at the farm homestead of 
an 'induna'. Here Makanva sooke about ejectmPnt~, while ~w?z~ used 
his graveyard exploits to instil confidence and defiance: 'yo~ white 
farmers servants better tell you masters ... ! have broken the qlass on 
h E I I 31 t e uropeans grave •.. 

Despite their commitment to enrolling 'white farmers servants'. 

I.C.U. leaders m~rlP little h~~nw~y with involvinq aqricultural 
workers in formal union structures. Only too often, a labour tenant 

member had done no more than buy a red ticket at a sing2e meeting. 
Yet the very tenuity of these links oa~e rural blacks the freedom to 
chose - and chanqe - those parts of the Union's contradictory messa9e 

most relevant to themselves. Consequently, the olad tidinss th~t 
diffused through the region bore strong 

traces of local aspirations. Some hoped the 'I SEE YOU' would 
lead an uprising against whites. Others claimed that Africans 

would get Bs. a day and farms if they bought tickets. Maria 
Dhladhla remembered the impact of the Union in Umvoti as: 
'People rejoiced when t hey heard about the I.C.U. They thought 
they would get more ca t tle and more land ••• People were tired of 
working on the farms. They thought the I.C.U. would make an 
end to the farms.• 32 
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THE UPSURGE OF STRIKES 

For a number of reasons, many people were already on the brin~ of 
indicating just how tired they were of working on the farms. 
Firstly, the flares of strike action had already been kindled 
in the countryside. Secondly, white farmers' abundant and ripe 
maize harvest boded intensified demands for labour, while 
simultaneously heightening black workers' bargaining power. 
Thirdly, since Africans also reaped an exceptionally good 
crop, 33 tenants were better able to withstand a loss of cash 
wages, more loath to abandon their own harvests, and well-placed 
to celebrate the advent of the I.C.U. with beer at social 
gatherings. ~ourthly, May was the month of final tax demands, 
which devoured some 20% of the average homestead's income, and 
sharply focused rural labourers' attention on their need for 
higher wages. 

When the Union was injected into this highly combustible 
atmosphere, the flames of resistance burst into a veritable 
veldfire. From early May, there were incensed reports of 
tenants who joined the I.C.U. and refused to work. 34 By now 
however, black strikers were no longer actually or putatively 
relying on the legal system. Instead, some had a touching faith 
- typical of isolated, oppressed peasants - in the power of the 
Union. As Cecil Kanyile of Estcourt recalled: 'they thought 
they were already emancipated from slavery. They thought they 
were free to do anything without being evicted.' 35 Others 
clutched their red tickets as they defied both state function
aries and farmers in their stubborn refusal to work, but were 
only too aware that they faced dire penalties. 36 And a sign
ificant proportion pragmatically took advantage of farmers' 
vulnerability to demandi~oroved working conditions. Thus 
between May and June 1927, in both Umvoti and Weenen, numerous 
Africans absolutely refused to harvest the ripe maize unless 

'd 0 d 37 pal uS. a ay. 
It was labour tenants, not workers drawn from the reserves, 

h t 'k 36 Af · hi~Pn frnm whn m~rlP uo most if not all of t ese s r1 ers. r1c~n 

local locations would in any event have formed only a tiny 
minority of the work force at this time: most landlords needed 
little casual labour in autumn, while the good harvests of that 
winter saved many blacks from farm labou~. Further~ore, 

resident labourers - and particularly those on the thorn farms 
- usually lived at some distance from the farmhouse, and were 



often bound together by 'bonds of blood and marriage, the 
tangled skein of alliances in small communities where degrees 
of kinship merged imperceptibly into those of friendship and 
acouaint~nce •39 So for tenants, the individualized nature of 
much farm work was less of a barrier to collective protest than 
it was for transient hired hands. Finally, and most si~nificantly 
resident blacks related to farmers not only as proletarians, but 
also a~ ~easants. Bein g tenants as well as labourers, they 
suffered directly in the rampant evictions of the '20's, and 
were under far more intense pressure from landlords than were 
location dwellers. They were also paid much less for more work 
than hired workers, and reluctantly submitted to labour dues in 

order to retain access to land and stock. Consequently, 
agriculturists all over South Africa complained that labour 
tenants, unlike more tractable casual workers, systematically 
evaded their 'forced labour', and consistently disobeyed their 
masters. Worst of all, the resident labourer felt 'he had just 

as much right to the farm as the owner.•
40 

This last distinctinP between tenants and hired workers was 
of great importance in shaping the stoppages. To understand 
this, it is necessary to strip away the veneer of political 
rhetoric that so frequently concealed other dimensions of 

wage strikes. According to the Umvoti M.P. in a 11 eged 
Parliament in May, the crops in his constituency were ready to 
be reaped, 'but the natives refuse to do so unless they receive 
Bs: a day.' Together with his South African Party colleagues, 
he lambasted the Labour Party for paralysing work on the farms 
by propagating absurd wage demands. 41 Yet when the Chief Native 
Commissioner rushed to Greytown to counter these stoppages, he 
made little or no reference to strikers' supposed requests for 
better working conditions. Instead, he ordered chiefs to 
instruct their followers that farmers would not be denrived of 

their holdings, and that tenants would not be freed of their 
labour obligations. 42 Clearly, many of these 'wage' stoppages 

centred on land and labour dues as well. 
Similarly, in the context of party politics, the M.P. for 

Weenen dramatically told the House that all balcks on his 'labour 
farm' were refusing to work for less than 8s. a day. But as the 
good Major Richards later confided in the leader of the S.A.P., 
his tenants were actually 'on strike for a minimum of 8/- a day, 
and in addition claim his farm as their destined property.•

43 
As 
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unwilling recruits to a new and alien world, many blacks were 
~ndoubtedly up in arms about the institution of labour tenancy 
ltself. They were fighting for an unfenced counrtyside as much 
as for higher wages. Indeed, their very claim for an incredibly 
high 2000 % increase itself suggests that African resident workers 
were rejecting their situtation in toto, rather than simply 

striking for higher pay. 
Thus although many labour tenants were sufficiently enmeshed 

within the capitalist economy to make worker demands, earlier 
concerns still pervaded - and sometimes dominated - their protest. 
In Weenen, where the thornveld had been fragmented between black 
chiefdoms before being partioned amongst white landlords this 
was particularly evident. Most agricultural workers her; 
~ontinued to claim the land to which they had traditional rights: 

(a)lthough the farms belonged to whites, the 'phantom districts' 
into which the farms were incorporated 'belonged' to the labourers.'44 
~uch.considerations of clan infused strikers' land demands, and it 
1s h1ghly probable that Richards' estate lay within the 'phantom 
district' of his striking tenants. 

The Weenen strikes were in fact concentrated ~ on a bloc'· of farms 
:le;: 'fhaction fights' over these distict boundaries were rife 

oug the sources are opaq 1 · . · h' . . ue, po 1t1cal antagonisms rooted in 
~hlefta~ncles must have contributed heavily to divisions amongst 

e strlkers. Disunity there certainly was·. many rural Africans 
were reluctant-to risk overt resistance b • while others actively 
su verted the stoppages by 'scabbing' or informing on Union 
members. Consequent] . y even where strikes occurred the ft 
1nvolved at most 8 10 • Y o en 
12 Af . - youths from an average labour force of 
th rlcans. Indeed, some stoppages probably resembled those in 

o er parts of Natal, where a knot of labourers gripped red cards 
~nd refused to work while the rest trooped off under a loyal 
boss-boy'. 

Another scission cutting right through the heart of the farm 
labour force and indelibly marking the strikes was one within 
the tenant homestead. Predictably, young black males formed 
the great majority of all strikers. Not only were they less 
restricted by dependents and property ownership, but they were 
also more aware of urban conditions and bore the brunt of land
lords' exactions. Nonetheless, the participation of youths in 
the stoppages - like that of women - was inhibited by the 
oppression they experienced within these patriarchal households. 
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Striking for 2000~ wage increases, for farms and for the ending 
of labour dues, was of course completely unacceptable to local 
farmers. Their anger was compounded by the fact that, given the 
conjuncture at which most stoppages occurred, there was a distinct 
possibility of being forced to make consessions. After all, maize 
was grown on over 80% of these holdings - and winter strikes were 
potent levers against those with substantial ripening crops. (Not 
that maize producers were the only group affected. At least one 
stock farmer raged about the temporary disruption of work, while 
Umvoti wattle growers, frantically trying to respond to soaring 
bark prices, were infuriated by the '8s. a day' stoppages.

47
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Furthermore, the bumper harvests of both black and white abruptly 
inflated the price of evictions, and several embarrassed landlords 
actually retracted or postponed the notice given strikers. 

However, it was not simply a threat to profits that concentrated 
the minds of landlords: it was also the challenge posed to white 
domination. Spurred on by strikers' action, many argued that the 
I.C.U. sought black rule, or even that it was 'the Communist part 
of the Labour Party backed up by Russia.• 48 In terms that have 
resonated through South African history, they dramatically warned 
that the stoppages could well culminate in an African uprising or 
a Bolshevik revolution. And they drew on the resources of the press 
and the church, as well as farmers' associations and political 
parties, to mobilize the white populace for a vicious counterattack. 

Landlords' single most powerful weapon against tenants was that 
of eviction. At agricultural society meetings, almost unanimous 
resolutions were taken to eject or decline to employ any I.C.U. 
member, or any African who refused to work, or anyone evicted by 
another farmer for these rea~ons. Increased support from the 
legislature and judiciary was also demanded in the form of changes 
to the Masters and Servants Act and a bypassing of the Supreme 
Court in African cases. And at a joint S.A.P. - N.P. gathering in 
Greytown, it was urged that only a Sedition Bill would prevent the 

socialist propaganda 1llegedly causing the unrest.
49 

lli 

For the extraction of labour from younger generations involved 
fathers as well as farmers: one anti-strike measure advocated 
by landowners was legalizing homestead heads' practice of 
contract1ng out household labour. Besides confronting his 
landlord, a youth refusing to work had also to challenge his 
elders, and expose his entire homestead to loss of land, stock 
and residence. Such sanctions were not lightly defied, and 
farmers were skilled in harnessing relations of domination 
within tenant households to enforce regular work. 

During the initial period of euphoria, however, these 
various cleavages could sometimes be overcome. An 'induna' 
participated .in at least one stoppage, and strikes involving 
older generations and large numbers of households certainly 
occurred. On R.J. Harrison's thorn farm, for example, very few 
African youths reported for work at the start of their contract 
period in early '27. Whole families defied both the C.N.C. and 
the Weenen magistrate, and 47 homesteads, accommodated in 130 
huts, were consequently ordered to quit. But by May '28, with 
eviction imminent and the I.C.U. in a state of near collapse, 
previously united resistance was in shreds. Women begged the 
magistrate to intercede on their behalf, and pleaded that they 
would otherwise become starving and homeless. Male heads of 
households alleged that in 1927, 'the young men would not 
listen to them. They promised to force the young men to go to 
work'. Once solid support for the Union had also disinteqrated, 
with some blaming others for having entangled themselves with the 
I.C.U.46 

Insofar as the Union had fomented the stoppages but provided 
minimal assistance to the strikers, tenants were justifiably 
disillusioned with it. As propagandists who tended to avoid 
illegal collective protest, Union leaders prcbablv organized 
few - if any - of the stoppages. Nor did they favourably 
publicize the strikers' action, or collect funds for them, or 
attempt to negotiate with farmers' associations. On the contrary: 

tenants were thrust on their own meagre resources as they challenged 
the very foundations of racial capitalism with their wage, land and 
labour demands. 
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Although anxious farmers failed to obtain the drastic state 
action they requested, the dominant classes were certainly agreed 
on three basic princ1ples. These were that 'law and order' 
should be maintained; that landowners' private property was 
sacrosanct: and that labour tenants could not repudiate their 
contracts. When strikers or the I.C.U. undermined any of these 
cardinal precepts, officialdom responded swiftly and forcefully. 
Thus- t ~ ~" t., e r 1·1 i t h the C . N . C . and the mob i 1 e p o 1 i c e- the courts , 
the prisons and tribal authories were all enlisted to intimidate 
and crush strikers. From September 1927, the Native Administra
tion Act threatened organizers with jail if they promoted 
hostility between black and white. From October, a ruling under 
the same legislation effectively prohibited Union meetings in 
the reserves. Finally, to supplement this predominantly 
repressive response, the Estcourt magistrate convened several 
meetings of agricultural workers, and attempted to engage the 
I.C.U. at an ideological level. Donning the guise of dis
interested academic to flesh out the reality of harsh judge and 
well-known racist, J.B.K. Farrer would prove statistically that 
farm wages were extremely good, and would establish historically 

'this countrv ... does not belong to you' .
50 

Black tenants - disunited, weakened by the ongoing flood of 
evictions as well as by the unskilled nature of their work, and 
scattered in small groups lacking finance or a secure land base 
- were clearly extremely vulnerable to this counter-offensive. 
Combined with such constraints imposed from within rural society 
itself, the heavy-handed response did indeed break the back of 
strike action. 'Whoa-a-a! Then horror befell us. We suffered ..• 

Ha! Then the heat was on', remembered Joel Mhl on go of the 
I.C.U. - related ejections in Estcourt. 51 From the end of the 
agricultural year in June '27, homeless blacks thronged the 
streets of Greytown, Weenen and Estcourt, and inudated I.C.U. 
offices with pleas for the promised farms. Land there was not, 
and the Union's bluster was to cost it dearly in popular support. 

Some were provisionally acc:oomodatec:l on a plot which the 
organization hooed to buy-only to be turned off when the state 
rejected all I.C.U. applications to purchase farms. Others 
obtained temporary reprieves when the Union threatened farmers 
with legal action for giving insufficient notice. Yet this still 
left hundreds of households 52 roaming through the veld with their 
emaciated stock, as they frantically appealed to chiefs for land 
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in the overcrowded reserves, or tried to conceal the reason for 
their eviction from suspicious landlords. 

So it was that the realities of land shortage and a reserve 

army of labour reasserted themselves before landlords were forced 
to make concessions, By September, local black labcur was once 
more freely available. Ironically, landowners began to complain 
not about the 'boy' on strike, but about the tenant who 'started 
working for me against my will. I told him not to and that I 
had given his father Vundhla Dhlamini notice to go more than 
once. He refused to stop working ... because he sais he is unable 
to find a place to go to.• 53 As the crowd of supplicants 
desperate for places as labour tenants swelled, and as the worst 
drought for thirty years began to grip the entire region, white 
landlords had no hesitation in ordering insubordinate blacks to 

quit their farms. 
Not that there was an unconditional surrender to this strike

breaking tactic. At least one bitterly resentful tenant 
attempted to poison the farmer who had ordered him to quit, 
while the upsurge of cattle-maiming in Umvoti was undeniably 
linked to labourers' desire for revenge. 54 And from about May 
'27, based largely on thorn farms, there occurred a remarkably 
effective form of resistance. Black tenants simply ignored their 
notices, refused to quit, and declined to work. 55 Most justified 
their action by declaring they had nowhere to go - though one 
I.C.U. member airily told his landlord that he had a right to 
graze his stock where he pleased. 56 It was not only I.C.U. 
rallying cries which spurred on this protest, but also dissension 

within the ranks of the enemy. 

THE DENOUEMENT 

The relations in this region between landlords, labourers 
and the I.C.U. seemed extremely primitive to some social forces 
within the white body politic. In this period, sookes~en of 

significant sectors of industrial, commercial and even 
agricultural capital were denouncing the poverty of black farm 
workers. It blocked the expansion of a home market, they argued. 
It undermined the policy of limiting the flow of fully 
proletarianized Africans to the towns. It hindered an increase 
in productivity. 57 In addition, with a Labour Party coalition 
government in power, neither the ideological climate nor the 
wh1te worker movement favoured the victimisation of trade union 

members. 
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The state was already structured in ways which reflected 
intPrests other than thosP of Minl~nds larrllor~s, an~ thP above 
cnnfl icts further infcrmeci official pol icy. Coust=q"t=ntly, farmers 

attempting to suppress the strikes were frequently frustrated 
by the authorities. To their intense annoyance, an official 
in the Department of Health blandly declared that the Umvoti 

k ' d. t 58 unrest reflected the inadequacies of farm wor ers 1e · 
Furthermore,the government refused to proscribe the I.C.U. as 
requesteJ b, Natal agriculturists, and the Prime Minister hlm
self stated that farmers ought to prevent the flood to the 
towns by paying higher wages. 59 Finally, as landlords attempted 
to terrorize tenants with prosecutions, they discovered that the 
Supreme Court was filled with 'Quixoti~ Judges obsessed with the 
idea that they are the God sent Protectors of the blacks against 

• f 1 60 
imaginatively harsh Magistrates and oppress1ve armers · 

Given the importance of the courts to both the I.C.U. and 
agriculturists, the latter were exasperated by the limited 
support they obtained from the legal system. Their resentment 
reached new heights when tenants commenced refusing to quit the 
farms. As Union lawyers incisively argued the illegality of 
numerous evictions, and as the Supreme Court repeatedly over
turned magistrates' rulings, even Farrer of Estcourt started to 
dismiss applications for police-enforced ejectment. He was in 
fact under additional pressure from another branch of the local 
state. The Estcourt constabulary, fearing prosecution by the 

I C U We nt so far as to refuse to execute any of Farrer ' s 
... ' 61 

orders for summary removal after August. 
Thus the Union's use of the courts had antithetical effects. 

On the one hand, the J.C.U. 's excessive reliance on 'the law' 
weakened tenants' struggles, and reinforced undemocratic and 
elitist tendencies within the organization. On the other hand, 
by exploiting the contradictions within legal structures, the 
Union caused great consternation among farmers and state 
functionaries, and encouraged renewed rural protest. For 
numerous tenants perceived the above impasse as proof that 
their red tickets protected them from both landlords and 
officialdom. Many were thereby emboldened to ignore their 
notices, and large numbers of blacks returned to the holdings 
from which they had been evicted. Furthermore, African 
resident workers began to challenge the authority and legitimacy 
of magistrates and the police with some frequency. Perhaps the 
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most notorious incident occurred on a Hooi River 'labour farm' 
in September '27. Resistance to ejectment here culminated in a 

series of bloody confrontations between constables and crowds 

of belligerent blacks drawn from the surrounding area. Only 
after the police had killed a farm labourer, and had spent 'a 
week of "active service ... pacifying the natives"', was a 
se~blarce of sullen order restored to the farm and its 
environs. 62 

Farmers were outraged by such resistance. And in March 1g2s, 
it was ?abuloni Gwaza who denoted an explosion amongst them, 
directed not only against the Union but also against the state. 
Dismissed from the I.C.U. in August, and imprisoned from 
November '27'to February '28 for desecrating the police graves, 
Gwaza decided to settle his scores with both his enemies. 
Consequently, he devoted the night of Leap Year to smashing 
gravestones inGreytown's white cemetery. (As he hoped to found 
a movement in opposition to the I.C.U., his act was probably 
partly an appeal to the sympathies of ejected tenants, whose 
family graves were often ploughed over by landlords.) Before 
he was flung into jail the following morning, Gwaza left in his 
wake at the burial ground a traditional symbol of war: two 
cowtail~. one black, one white. 63 

This time, embittered Umvoti whites were not prepared to wait 
for officialdom's response. Within hours, a gang of incensed 
men - including many armed farmers - twice stormed the prison 
in an attempt to lynch Gwaza. At noon, as bells tolled, 
businesses closed, and black and white poured into town, a vice
president of the Umvoti Farmers' Association proclaimed that 
this dastardly deed had been perpetrated by a virulently anti
white body. At the same time, 4000 - 5000 Africans were meet
ing near the I.C.U. office, and the anxious magistrate warned 
the leaders that a raid was pending. The black throng fore
stalled the first attack, but in the late afternoon, about 70 
riotous whites surged past the police guarding the office, 
smashed up the interior and made a bonfire of all the documents 
and furniture. Roaring off in their cars, they then 'started 
to drive the "atives towards the Hills.• 64 Several black-white 
clashes erupted, and the branch secretary Msane was hounded 
down and thrashed in a mealie field. Terrified Africans fled 
from the town lands anrl adjoining far~s to safer refuges. 

Over the next few days, white mobs wreaked similar havoc at 
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Weenen and Kranskop, but were foiled by the police in their 
assault on the Estcourt office. Motley grouping though they 
were - wealthy businessmen and lawyers sped off on raids with 
English S.A.P. landlords, struggling German settlers, and 
nationalistic Afrikaner farmers - they were unanimous in their 
desire to crush the I.C.U. They were also united by the belief 
t hat the state would not destroy that organization so long as 
the Lab our Party remained in power. For this reason, the 
rioters' vanguard attempted to establish alternative civil bodies 

more rPOrPsent~tive o~ their interests. 
these was the 'Anti-I.C.U.': a succintl~' 
to support white supremacy. 

The mnst imoortant of 
titled society pledged 

From the outset, officialdom's response to this virulent 
counter-attack was shaped by fear of African retaliation. 
Within hours of palpable white insubordination in the form of 
rushing the jail, Greytown authorities were demanding police 
reinforcements 'in connection with threatened native disturb
ances·~5 And after days of arson by whites, the Minister of 
Defence wired the Prime Minister that 'native reprisals by 
members I.C.U. may result firing cane wattles etcetera creating 
incrPasinolv uQ1V situation' . 66 Precisely because they aimed to 
avert such an escalation of conflict, state functionaries 
actively protected the Union, and overtly clashed with the 
raiders. I.C.U. leaders, almost as nervous of a black rebellion 

as were the authorities, willingly co-operated. 
However, once it became apparent that panic-stricken Africans 

were fleeing rather than fighting, vigorous efforts were made to 
h~al the breach between local whites and officialdom. A hand
ful of those involved in the riots {including a Weenen farmer 
nicknamed by blacks 'He who hits in the eye'), were charged 
under common law, and received trifling fines. Sen i QL- state 
functionaries scathingly overrode I.C.U. objections to the 
nominal sentences, while Farrer agressively argued: 

'farmers cannot get Natives who fail to fulfil their 
contracts moved off their land ... the aggrieved parties are 
the whites; they have applied to the Law for a remedy and 
the law has failed utterly to help them. If they ... adoyt 
primitive measures for redress can anyone blame them?'6 
Groupings linked to more advanced capital had no hesitation 

in blaming the raiders, and in asserting that such deeds would 
only radicalize the I.C.U. Nor, however, did they tarry in approving 

better co-ordinated state action to protect private property. 
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So landlords' major outstanding grievance - state 'inaction' 
vis-a-vis tenants resisting eviction - was rapidly removed 
through a series of administrative actions. Partly because of 
this, the June '28 evictions proceeded relatively smoothly. 68 

Yet the ultimate success of the eviction campaign was due 
less to the more concerted state intervention, than to the 
disinteqration of the farm workers' offensive. Partly 
responsible for this collapse was the devastating 1928 drought. 
This was particularly severe in the thornveld, where so much of 
the earlier protest had been concentrated. As stock died, 
households starved, and men streamed off the land to seek work, 
black tenants found it considerably harder to withstand the 
more efficient reprisals.69 

In addition, most blacks had by this time little support 
from -or faith in - the I.C.U. After the raids, the Estcourt 
and Weenen branches petered out. {The district secretary of 
the former office had in any event absconded with the funds, 
and bitter resentment existed over the fact the '{t)he Estcourt 
natives had paid a money for a farm which they had never got.• 70 ) 
Popular disenchantment and fear of white reaction were equally 
prevalent in Umvoti. The Greytown branch executive, reactivated 
in June '28, immediately passed a vote of no confidence in 
national I.C.U. leaders. At the first public meeting, only 16 
Africans were enthusiastic enough to brave the Anti-I.C.U. 
whites circling the building in their cars. An Anti-I.C.U 
member stalked to the front of the tiny audience and announced: 

'he ~ad given all I.C.U. boys on his farm notice to quit, 
and.lf they had not left by Saturday he intended to burn 
the1r huts. This attitude, he explained, was one that all 
the farmers had decided to adopt towards the I.C.U. natives.• 71 

CONCLUSION 

The period of I.C.U. - influenced stoppages thus drew to a 
close. Cattle-maiming, noisoning of stock, assaults on 
farmers and desertions continued. These endemic forms of protest 
were supplemented in the late '20's by successful opposition to 
written contracts, and by the beer boycotts of 1929. But the 
1925-192R wave of strikes had failed,insofar as they resulted 
in further evictions rather than material concessions. Poverty
stricken black farm workers, 'clinging grimly to the raft of 
insecure ... employment in the sea of available surplus labour' , 72 

found it difficult enough to resist farmers' relentless pressure 
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on their living st~ndards, let alone to win eight shillings a 

day or to claim the land as their own. 
According to white liberal advisors to the I.C.U., the 

defeat of these tenants vindicated their counsel that '(t)he 
country native is a peaceful, contented creature ••• He should 
not be disturbed yet.• 73 With a completely different diagnosis 
but a remarkably similar prescription, some left-wing 
historians have also interpreted the I.C.U.'s rural campaigns 
as fruitless. Explicitly or implicitly, the latter have argued 
that scattered farm labourers, their proletarian purity sullied 
either by attachment to plots of land or by the 'idiocy of 

rural 1 ife', are effectively unorganizable. 
74 

There is, of course, more than a grain of truth in such 
assertions. Many tenants suffered immensely through their 
involvement with the Union, and organizing far-flung, ignorant 
labourers living on the private property of tyrannical farmers 
was no easy task. Yet it is equally important to stress that 
even before the arrival of the Union, oppressed rural blacks were 

locked in struggle with their landlords. Moreover, partly by 

walking, bicycling and driving from farm to farm, I.C.U, 
officials drew tens of thousands of blacks to their meetings, 
and sold membership cards to an extraordinarily high proportion 
of agricultural workers. Organization of farm labourers may be 
difficult, but even the limited success of the I.C.U. indicates 

that it is not beyond the bounds of possibility. 
Finally, it must be emphasised that when landlords 

raged about the inappropriateness of Union activities in the 
countryside, they feared the strength of rural resistance. 
They were horrified by the vigour of protest, not rendered 
complacent by the inability of strikers to achieve their 
demands. They were alarmed by the radical implications of 
linking land and labour demands, not appeased by the allegedly 
reactionary nature of tenants. The myth of passive, 
conservative black farm labourers had no appeal for white 
agriculturists. After all, they were battling to crush strikes 
for fantastically high wages. They were attempting to repress 
outright rejection of labour obligations. And they were trying 
to overcome widespread opposition to eviction. Muffled through 
this orotest was, the addition of organizational effort to rural 
~esistance could still reverberate throuqh the countryside. 
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Rural Popular Organisation and its 
Problems: Struggles in the Western 
Cape, 1929-1930 

Willie Hofmeyr 

This paper is a slightly amended version of a seminar paper delivered to the 
Economic History Honours course at UCT. The paper is part of a larger 
project in which I will examine attempts at popular organisation in the 
rural areas of the Western and Eastern Cape during the late twenties and 
early thirties. As such it is very much "work in progress" and any 
criticisms or suggestions will be very welcome. 

The concern of this paper is not so much the conditions of class existence 

in t~e rural areas, as the eruption of open class strugqle. It focuses on the 
attempts by the popular classes to organise themselves, and the efforts of the 
dominant classes to suppress this organisation. In the process, 1 hig~light 
the problems faced by rural organisations, as well as the various strateqies 
and tactics that were used in the attempts to overcome these problems . 

One of the major points that emerges clearly, is the fact that the early ~'IC 

cannot be dismissed as just another petty bourgeois nationalist moveMent. 
Admittedly, the petty bourqeoisie totally dominated the oroanisation for muc~ 
of the period up to the end of the Second World !·Jar. Yowever, 't is imoortart 
to stress that in particular areas, and at oarticular times , branc~es of t~e 
ANC became fully involved in popular struggles and 1~ere themselves tra~sf.;r,..ed 

in tile process. 
The struggles on the !land after the Fil·s t ~~orld : ar were clearly one sucl, 

case 1 while those in the Western Cape in the late 1920's were anJt~er. In 
these situations it is clear that a different conception of t"e ~~C is needed . 
one which stresses its nature as a national movement, co~prisinc an allia~ce ~& 


